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You Will Need 

• A red candle 

• Dedicated offering plate and cup 

• Offerings and Libation 

• Incense, preferably Frankincense but anything associated with Hekate and/or 
purification is appropriate 

• Objects relevant to rewarding the home 

Prepare the space and self 
Ahead of your ritual cleanse your altar and/or shrine to Hekate fully, ensuring that any 
previous food offerings are gathered up and the area is fully dusted. You may also wish to 
perform the same function for all your altar spaces, adding the detritus and food offerings to 
your offering to Hekate. You can also include the remnants of cleaning your home at large or 
any personal purifications rituals, such as those involving the use of eggs (although I would 
recommend leaving the egg intact for the purpose of the offering).  
 
Place your candle at the centre of your altar / working space and prepare your ritual objects 
appropriately. 
 
Once ready take a moment to centre yourself and prepare your mind for the ritual ahead. 

Invoke The Goddess  
Light the red candle and recite either a personal hymn of praise and invocation or use one of 
the variations of the Orphic Hymn to Hekate 
 
I call Einodian Hecate, lovely dame, 

Of earthly, wat'ry, and celestial frame, 

Sepulchral, in a saffron veil array'd, 

Pleas'd with dark ghosts that wander thro' the shade; 

Persian, unconquerable huntress hail! 

The world's key-bearer never doom'd to fail 

On the rough rock to wander thee delights, 

Leader and nurse be present to our rites 

Propitious grant our just desires success, 

Accept our homage, and the incense bless. 

Orphic Hymn Thomas Taylor Translation 

 
Alternatively you may chose to sing the hymn in which case I refer you this YouTube video 
embed the video 

https://setjataset.wordpress.com/2014/07/01/pagan-blog-project-l-is-for-limpia/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qi-f-_tcHoE


Ephesian Compass 
Perform a preferred method of protection and balancing, the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the 
Pentagram is a perfect tool for this as it does not establish a magical circle yet at the same 
time banishing unwanted energies from the self and space. If you would prefer a more 
Hekate relevant procedure you may try this; 
 
Stand facing the east raising right hand above head, index finger pointing upwards. Visualise 
a bright light descending from heaven to touch the tip of your finger. Draw the light down to a 
point level with your third eye saying 
Aaski  
Now draw your finger down your body and point at the floor, visualising the light traveling 
down and into the ground saying  
Kataski  
Again with right hand index finger pointing extend out to the right and visualise a beam of 
light appearing from the extreme distant right to touch your extended finger tip. Draw the 
light level with your right shoulder and say 
Lix Tetrax  
Draw your finger across your body and visualise the light passing across you and extending 
to the far distance to the left saying 
Damnameneus  
Visualise the light your have drawn across your body as a brilliant cross which will then 
rotate to bisect your body, pointing off in the four cardinal directions. Assume a stance where 
your right hand is raised to the sky, palm facing upwards, and your left pointing down, palm 
level with the floor. Visualise another beam of light descending from the heavens, entering 
your body via your upraised hand and passing through you into the earth via your left hand. 
say 
Aision!  
For I am a child of the heavens above, born uniting stars and stones 
Hold the pose and visualisation for as long as feels necessary to create a balance within 
yourself before allowing the light to disconnect from the macrocosm before being drawn into 
you. 

Offering of Deipnon 
If you are offering a list of things you do not wish to carry forward into the new month you 
much dedicate it to Hekate before commencing with Deipnon proper. Do this by burning the 
list to ash whilst saying words of release for example; 

I offer unto you all that is distasteful, remove these things from my life O Borborophorba, 

eater of filth, so that I may be cleansed and purified. 

 
Once the list has been burned, add the ash and anything that remains to the offering place. 
Deipnon can now carry on as intended.  
 
Miss this step if you are not including this as an offering.  
 
Lift the offering plate and present it to the Goddess saying 

Hekate Trioditis, I give you honour and praise. Goddess Who Walks Between, accept these 

offerings as thanks for your protection and guidance. 

 



Replace the plate and take up the cup bearing the libation. Present it to the Goddess saying 

From Earth to mouth, a drink for the restless dead and their Dread Queen. 
 
It is important to remember that you MUST NOT partake in either offering as they are 
intended for the dead, not the living.  
 
When taking the offerings outside for deposition, whether that is part of the ritual or following 
it, repeat words of dedication and libation. Leave and return home without looking back until 
you have closed the door behind you.  

Fumigation  
Light your incense and prepare to fumigate your home, starting with your altar the then 
processing around the home eventually returning to the altar. Visit every room and paying 
attention to external doors and windows as you pass the incense around.  
 
As you process repeat with authority 
 
O Hekátē genoisthe apotropí kakón,/ O Hekate turn away evil 
 
Once returned to the altar place the incense before your statue / candle dedicated to Hekate. 

Close the Ritual 
Begin by thanking Hekate for attending your rite in your own words and bid her farewell. 
Leave any remaining incense and the candle lit in honour of Hekate burning to go out in their 
own time but extinguish any other flame lit as part of the ritual. 

Re-ward home 
Whilst the altar candle is still burning consider re-establishing household wards to protect 
home now that all negative energy has been dispelled. This further protects the home from 
negative influence. This process can be as simple or as complex as you like and in keeping 
with your personal praxis but you can find a couple of visualisation based examples here. 
 

https://knotmagick101.wordpress.com/2017/06/03/visualisations-for-protecting-the-self-and-home/

